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Underland: A Deep Time JourneyW W Norton, 2019

	
		National Bestseller • New York Times “100 Notable Books of the Year” • NPR “Favorite Books of 2019” • Guardian “100 Best Books of the 21st Century” • Winner of the National Outdoor Book Award

		

		From the best-selling,...
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History of Japan: A brief history of Japan - the Land of the Rising SunIndependent Publishers Group, 2019

	The interminable history of Japan is a fascinating tale of perseverance and hardship but also of beauty, art, and triumph.Japanese culture, way of life, and other aspects of the society draw in a lot of interest from folks all over the world, and this country has become something of a focal point for many connoisseurs of popular...
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Open Source GIS: A GRASS GIS Approach (The International Series in Engineering and Computer Science)Springer, 2004
GRASS GIS software was developed in response to the need for improved
analysis of landscape “trade offs” in managing government lands and the
emerging potential of computer-based land analysis tools. During the last
decades of the 20th century, government land managers in the U.S. (and
across the world) faced...
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Beginning PivotTables in Excel 2007: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2007
Beginning PivotTables in Excel 2007 explains what Pivot Tables are, how you can benefit from using them, how to create them and modify them, and how to use their enhanced features. Using a Pivot Table in Microsoft Office Excel 2007 is a quick and exciting way to slice and dice a large amount of data.
	Carefully explains the...
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Remote Sensing Image Analysis: Including the Spatial Domain (Remote Sensing and Digital Image Processing)Springer, 2007
Remote Sensing image analysis is mostly done using only spectral information on a pixel by pixel basis. Information captured in neighbouring cells, or information about patterns surrounding the pixel of interest often provides useful supplementary information. This book presents a wide range of innovative and advanced image processing methods for...
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Political and Economic Transition in Russia: Predatory Raiding, Privatization Reforms, and Property RightsPalgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		This book analyzes privatization reforms, property rights, and raiders in post-Soviet Russia. The author surveys the existing literature in the context of predatory raiding in Russia and introduces the notion and concept of this phenomena; he suggests that the study may serve as an explanatory model for corporate, property, and land...
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The Blackbirch Kid's Visual Reference of the World Edition 1. (Individual Titles)Blackbirch Press, 2001
What is the highest point in Afghanistan? What countries border Burundi? What’s the difference between Slovakia and Slovenia?

What is a dinar? What language is spoken in Tonga? Chances are, you can’t answer those questions off the top of your head. Not many people can. If you’ve ever been puzzled by questions like...
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Inside Cyber Warfare: Mapping the Cyber UnderworldO'Reilly, 2011

	
	
		I was recently invited to participate in a cyber security dinner discussion by a few
	
		members of a well-known Washington, DC, think tank. The idea was that we could
	
		enjoy a fine wine and a delicious meal while allowing our hosts to pick our brains about
	
		this “cyber warfare stuff.” It seems that the new...
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Computer Processing of Remotely-Sensed Images: An IntroductionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Environmental remote sensing is the measurement, from
	a distance, of the spectral features of the Earth’s surface
	and atmosphere. These measurements are normally
	made by instruments carried by satellites or aircraft, and
	are used to infer the nature and characteristics of the
	land or sea surface, or of the atmosphere, at the...
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Resumes For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	Write a winning resume and land that job interview!


	Is your job search stalling out after you submit a resume but before you're offered an interview? With a recession that has caused a 10% unemployment rate affecting 15.3 million Americans, having a winning resume is vital to securing an interview-and it demands a fresh look at...
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Remote Sensing Monitoring and Evaluation of Degraded Grassland in China: Accounting of Grassland Carbon Source and Carbon Sink (Springer Geography)Springer, 2019

	This book focuses on grassland ecosystem evaluation including vegetation coverage, net primary productivity, carbon sink accounting, and grassland degradation evaluation based on mutual data resource, ecosystem model simulation, remote sensing monitoring and driving mechanism exploration. It aims to provide a guide seeking to understand the...
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Microsoft Dynamics CRM API Development for Online and On-Premise EnvironmentsApress, 2013

	I have had the pleasure to work with Dynamics CRM since its 1.1 version. I can be honest—I didn’t feel cheated when Microsoft skipped the 2.0 release, and although it has been a late bloomer in the CRM market, it has gained significant traction over the last few releases and manages to land in the right (top right, to be specific)...
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